Are Earth’s Aliens One Big Family?

Wednesday, July 22, 2009
The aliens who have been intruders on
Earth for twenty-five million years have
a history of continually changing their
identities. In Chapter 10, we discovered
that ENKI and his family posed as the
Greek gods of Mount Olympus. For
example:

skills include vanishes, appearances,
and transpositions as well as ‘audience
management.’
ENKI and EN.LIL’s Parents

In Chapter 10, we learned through
Peter Farley’s work that ENKI and a
team of miners landed on Earth to
obtain gold for their home planet
Zeus = ENKI
around 72,000 years ago. Much later,
Hermes = THOTH
more Anunnaki arrived, including
ENKI’s half brother EN.LIL who was
This same family may be posing as
sent by their father, ANU, the ruler of
dozens of different races to confuse
Nibiru.
humans who have limited knowledge
of extraterrestrials, their history, their While searching the Internet for information about ENKI’s family, I stumsupernatural powers or their motives.
bled on a post that appeared on the
Hidden identities and duplicate names
www.godlikeproductions.com conspirhave the feeling of a “shell game.”
acy forum containing a detailed backWhile a “shell game” is often portrayed
ground description of these Anunnaki
as a beginner magician’s trick, it’s really
brothers. A forum member wrote
a swindle or confidence trick that’s used
[edited for readability]:
to fraud.
ENKI
A Draconian-Dinoid mix, son of
Shell Games Can be Traced to Egypt
ANU (Dinoid) and TIAMET (a
Sirian Water Dragon) , 8 -to-10 feet
The famous shell game magic trick
tall, scaley, darker green with brown
that involves cups that pass through
spots, and a lighter underbelly with
solid, jump, disappear and reappear,
spiked projections over his forehead,
has it’s roots in ancient Egypt. In
and down his back running the
Rome, the trick was performed by
length of his long tail. He has large
“conjurers,” a word that refers to a
brownish wings that are usually
wizard, sorcerer or sorceress who can
collapsed, large clawed hands and
‘conjure up’ demons and spirits.
feet, a very large, elongated head
Modern magicians call the routine a
with spiked teeth.
‘rite of passage’ and say the required
Part X, Chapter X
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A fifteenth century painter Hieronymus Bosch
1475 - 1480 created this scene of a magician
performing the shell game for a crowd that he
titled, “The Conjurer.”
The Wikipedia caption of this public domain
image says: “The real trick of this painting is
the pickpocket who is working for the
conjurer. The pickpocket is robbing the
spectator who is bent over.”
The original painting is located in Musée
Municipal, in Menton, France, Saint-Germainen-Laye.—the wealthiest suburb of Paris.
Two additional notes about Hieronymus and the
painting:
• According to critics, Hieronymus’ painting are filled
with uncanny details of the grotesque and diabolical. Dutch historian Karel van Mander called his work
‘gruesome.’
• Saint-Germain-en-Laye was founded in 1020 when
King Robert the Pious founded a convent on the site
of the present Church of Saint-Germain. Prior to the
French Revolution in 1789, Saint-Germain-en-Laye
was a royal town and the Château de Saint-Germain
the residence of numerous French monarchs.
• Count of St. Germain, is an 18th-century adventurer/
scientist and mystery person who claimed to be
centuries old.
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As head/chief scientist/
head geneticist/biogeneticist/
bioeugeneticist of the Anunnaki,
ENKI created many lifeforms on
Terra/Earth including:
• Terrestrial Bioforms, or
Humanoids
• Plant Forms [fruit & citrus
as well as the pineapple] […].
EN.LIL
Half brother to ENKI, son to ANU
and a Dinoid mother. He is Dinoid
in appearance and is in charge of
security forces overseeing projects
on Terra/Earth. EN.LIL most
often does things ‘by the book’
and has a very explosive temper.
One might say that when he
roars—mountains and volcanoes
tremble. However. once he has
“let off steam,” he can usually be
reasoned with. He just has to blow
every so often […].
Is ENKI is HALF Sirian?
On the godlikeproductions conspiracy
site, the forum member said that
ENKI’s mother is a “Sirian Water
Dragon.” If this is true, it would make
ENKI half Sirian. To check on the
background information that was
provided in the forum, I asked;
“Are You God? [3 variations].
“Yes.”
Part X, Chapter X

“Is ANU a Dinoid?”
“Yes.”
“Are he and a Sirian Water Dragon
named TIAMET ENKI’s parents?”
“Yes.”
“Is TIAMET the sea serpent called
TIAMAT described in the Babylonian
clay tablets called Enûma Eliš?”
“Yes.”
“Are ANU and a [another] Dinoid
spouse EN.LIL’s parents?”
“Yes.”
“Is ENKI half Sirian?”
“No.”
“Is TIAMAT half Reptilian?”
“Yes.”
“Does that make THOTH, who is
ENKI’s son, one-eighth Sirian?”
“Yes.”
“Is ANU from the Dinoid-Reptoid
group described in Sitchen’s timeline?”
“Yes.”
“Did You make dragons?”
“No.”
I wondered if the Sirians created all
dragons due to this quote I found on
the David Icke forum:
… Sirius A, the most technologically advanced civilization in
the galaxy […]. It would be a
pleasure to meet the mysterious
Clear/Transparent People who
originally created the Reptilian
race and placed them in the
Draco star system.
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“Did the Sirians create dragonReptilians and place them in the
Draco system?”
“Yes.”
“Have they been interbreeding with
Reptilians?”
“Yes.”
“Are there any ‘etheric’ Sirians’?”
“Yes.”
“Is that why the post on the David Icke
forum says, ‘clear transparent’ people?”
“Yes.”
“Is the Andromedan Council Sirian?”
“Yes.”
“Does that make them guardians?”
“Yes.”
“Did their interbreeding with
Dinoid-Reptoids make the DinoidReptoids ‘Demi-gods’—meaning
beings with half guardian’s powers?”
“Yes.”

Why are there so many images of dragons and
vampires? This Google logo, the day I’m writing this
entry, has scales and dragon-like components .
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The Exopaedia site says the Draconians
are billions of years old:
The Draconians are said to be
master geneticists, who have been
in the Universe for billions of
years.
“Are the Draconians billions of
years old?”
“No.”
“Is this another fake story?”
“Yes.”
“Are the advanced and spiritual
beings in the Sitchen timeline—the
Pre-cataceans?”
“Yes.”
“Did the Sirian/Dinoid/Reptoids
flip the ages to make the Pre-cataceans
appear to be younger and less
evolved?”
“Yes.”
“Did the Sirian/Dinoid/Reptoid
interbreeding take place before the
Dinoid-Reptoids arrived on Earth?”
“Yes.”
“Are the Pre-cataceans 35 million
years old?”
“Yes.”
“Did the Sirian/Dinoid/Reptoids arrive
approximately 8 million years ago?”
“Yes.”
“Was the search for an aquatic species
on Lyra, the fourth planet of the Vega
system [as described in Sitchen’s timeline?], a cover story used to hide the
interbreeding of these two races?”
“Yes.”
Part X, Chapter X
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“Is the human race dealing with
several sub and crossbreed races of this
original Sirian/Dinoid/Reptoid group?”
“Yes.”
“Does this include all of the neighboring planet races such as the Pleaidians,
the Arcturians, the Lyrans and many
others?”
“Yes.”
“Are these sub races very young compared to the Pre-cataceans and original
Sirian-Dinoid-Reptoid group?”
Zecharia Sitchen’s 12th Planet [1976] is the first book in
“Yes.”
“Do the original Sirians have guardian a series called the Earth Chronicles that describes a
planet-sized starship called Nibiru. Sitchen is a linguist
powers?”
who translated Sumerian cuneiform tablets in what is
“Yes.”
now Iraq. He assumed that Nibiru is a “planet” from its
“Are these powers being used against
description in the Sumerian text. It is actually a circular
ship that is the size of Jupiter—large enough to
humans at this time?”
disturb our solar system’s magnetics and cause mass
“Yes.”
destruction.
“Have the Sirians kept a low
profile because of their role in the
Andromedan Council?”
143 members?”
“Yes.”
“Yes.”
“Would any other guardian councils
Sizing Up Earth’s Attackers
align themselves with the Andromedan
Alex Collier’s material says the The
Council in their war against humans?”
Andromedan Council is a group of
“No.”
representatives from 143 planetary
“Is every other race in Earth’s struggle
systems. To check whether the total
a “Demi-god” race with half guardian
number of beings with full guardian
powers?”
power [being used against humans] is “Yes.”
143, I asked:
“Are there any incarnated humans with
either of these amount of powers?”
“Are You God? [3 variations].
“Yes.”
“Yes.”
“Does the Andromedan Council have “Is it the Azurite race?”
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“Yes.”
“Does the Azurite race have full
guardian power potential?”
“Yes.”
“Do any of human Reptilian hybrid
races have Demi-god power potential?”
“Yes.”
“Can the Azurites activate their
guardian powers through You?”
“Yes.”
“Can the human Reptilian hybrid races
activate their Demi-god power through
the guardians?
“No.”
“Can the human Reptilian hybrid races
activate their Demi-god power through
You?”
“Yes.”
“Will they want to in Earth’s upcoming
struggle?”
“Yes.”
“Were the Pre-cataceans the advanced
spiritual ancestors of Lemurians and
Atlanteans?
“Yes.”

The asteroid belt, with its fragments of what was once
the planet Marduk, is located between Mars and Jupiter.

“Yes.”
“Did the fusion reactor explosion that is
described in Sitchen’s timeline take
place on Earth?”
“No.”
“Did the war take place on Marduk, the
planet that many authors describe as the
Marduk, Mars and the Asteroid Belt asteroid belt?”
“Yes.”
If Sitchen was influenced by the Reptil- “Did the explosion take place approxiians, it means that more of the timeline mately 8 million years ago [as described
in Sitchen’s timeline]?”
may be incorrect. To check on the ac“Yes.”
curacy of the other details, I asked:
“Was Earth a separate planet at that
“Are You God? [3 variations].
time?”
“Yes.”
“No.”
“Did the Sirian/Dinoid/Reptoids and
“Was the fusion reaction large enough to
the Pre-cataceans have a war?”
break up the planet into two other planets
Part X, Chapter X
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[Earth and Mars] as well as fragments?”
“No.”
“Was the split due to one of the Nibiru
visits?”
“Yes.”
“Did the fusion reactor explosion and the
Nibiru visit take place at the same time?”
“Yes.”
“Is Earth a remnant of Marduk?”
“Yes.”
“Was Mars a separate planet before the
fusion reactor explosion?”
“No.”
“Are Mars and Earth both remnants of
Marduk?”
“Yes.”
“Did any Pre-cataceans evacuate out of
the solar system to Pegasus and Cetus
[as described in the Sitchen timeline]?”
“Yes.”
“Did any Pre-cataceans ‘alter themselves physically’ [as described in the
Sitchen timeline]?”
“No.”
“Was this due to genetic manipulation
by the Sirian/Dinoid/Reptoids?”
“Yes.”
“Is this group responsible for the
Cetacean transition from land to water?”
“Yes.”
Our Pre-Catacean Ancestors
If Pre-cataceans survived the fusion
reactor explosion but were separated
into groups on Mars and Earth, it
4
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would explain the discovery of a large
pyramid in the Cydonia region of
Mars that is similar to the pyramids at
Giza in Egypt.
Since the 1960s, several countries have
sent robotic spacecraft to Mars to gather data to try to piece together a history
of the planet. Mars missions have been
costly because two-thirds of the missions have failed—with some failing
before they have even been started. In
1997, Time Magazine journalist Donald
Neff used the expression “Great Galactic Ghoul’ to refer to a space monster
that eats space probes [I’m guessing
that Donald is not that far off in his estimate]. The mission failures have also
been called the “Mars curse.”
The first successful American Mars
“landers” were the Viking 1 [launched
August 20, 1975 that arrived on
Mars on July 20, 1976] and Viking 2
[launched September 9, 1975 that arrived on Mars on September 3, 1976].
The Viking missions yielded several
revealing photographs that contain
hints of a former Mars civilization.
The photos were ‘misfiled’ at NASA
and later discovered by scientists
Vincent DiPietro and Gregory
Molenaar.

To check whether the Pre-Cataceans
survived the fusion reactor explosion,
resumed parallel lives on Earth and
Part X, Chapter X

Pyramid-like structures in the Cydonia region of Mars
and a structure that appears to be a face were first
captured by the Viking 1 and Viking 2 orbiters in the
mid-1970s. Most of the media coverage focused on
the ‘face’ that Viking chief scientist Gerry Soffen
dismissed as a distortion of light and shadows.
Very little attention has been given to the pyramid that is
informally known as the “D & M pyramid,” after Vincent
DiPietro and Gregory Molenaar, who discovered the
images, while searching through NASA archives.

Mars—and built similar pyramids, I
asked:
“Are You God? [3 variations].
“Yes.”
“Did any Pre-cataceans survive the
fusion reactor explosion on Earth?”
“Yes.”
“Did any Pre-cataceans survive the
fusion reactor explosion on Mars?”
“Yes.”
“Did these groups build pyramids on
both Earth and Mars?”
“Yes.”
“Are the pyramids at Giza much older
than scientists believe?”
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“Yes.”
“Were these two groups ever able to
communicate?”
“Yes.”
“Did they have advanced technology?”
“Yes.”
“Were they capable of space travel?”
“Yes.”
“Did many leave to join the group who
evacuated to Pegasus and Cetus?”
“Yes.”
“Did the group that stayed become the
civilizations of Lemuria and Atlantis?”
“Yes.”
“Did these groups have to deal with
Sirian/Dinoid/Reptoid manipulation?”
“Yes.”
“Has the manipulation included several
Nibiruan visits that has caused floods
and other destruction?”
“Yes.”

Close-up of the D & M pyramid in the Cydonia region
of Mars. Source: Wikipedia.
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Icke’s “Biggest Secret”
Early in his book, The Biggest
Secret: The Book That Will Change
the World, David Icke describes the
work of his California-based friend
Brian Desborough, an aerospace
scientist who has compiled research
on what Icke calls the “connection
between the ancient world and the
‘brotherhood’ manipulation of today.”
In Desborough’s view, Mars had a
‘white race’ prior to some form of
Mars cataclysm and Earth, in an
orbit much closer to the Sun, had a
black race of humans with pigmentation that helped them cope with the
sun’s “fierce” rays. Desborough says
that prior to a cataclysm that effected
both planets, the white race went to
war with the black race to conquer
planet Earth. He feels that the war,
that took place on Earth, was the ‘war
of he gods’ described in “endless ancient texts.” After the Earth cataclysm,
the white race, whose home was on
Mars, was stranded on Earth without
technology—with their home planet
devastated.
Brian estimates that the cataclysm was
Jupiter’s entrance into our solar system that resulted in a collision with
an unnamed planet that existed in the
orbit between Mars and Jupiter—that’s
now the asteroid belt. Desborough says
that a large part of Jupiter broke off
Part X, Chapter X

to form what is now Venus, and the
path of this large gravitational body
destroyed life on Mars. Desborough
says that Venus made several trips
around Earth before causing a massive
tidal wave around 4,800 B.C. and then
settled in its present orbit. Icke says
Desborough
believes that the white Martians were
the highly advanced race of the ancient world known as the Phoenicians
or the Aryans and that “they began
the process of returning to their technological power after the upheavals
which destroyed the surface of their
own planet and devastated this one.”
NASA Continues to Study Mars
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Mars Odyssey’s Gamma Ray Spectrometer (GRS) has
the unique ability to detect elements buried as much
as 1/3 meter, or 13 inches, below the surface through
the gamma rays they emit. GRS studies led to the 2002
discovery of water-ice near the surface of Mars.

Scientists from United States, Italy,
Spain, South Korea and Canada—
studying data from he Mars Odyssey
robotic spacecraft [launched on April
7, 2001 that reached Mars on October
24, 2001], have discovered evidence of
that there must be ice lying within a
oceans that once covered about a third
meter of the planet’s surface.
of ancient Mars. The following are
• On July 31, 2008, NASA announced
highlights from the Odyssey’s mission
that the Phoenix lander confirmed
and scientific discoveries:
the presence of water on Mars, as
• The Mars Odyssey, named after the
predicted on 2002 by the Odyssey
movie, 2001 Space Odyssey, had a
orbiter. The science team is trying
Gamma Ray Spectrometer (GRS),
to determine whether the water ice
onboard.
ever thaws enough to be available
for biology and if carbon-containing
• On May 28, 2002, NASA reported
chemicals and other raw materials
that Odyssey’s GRS had detected
for life are present.
large amounts of hydrogen, a sign
6
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If you notice the dates of the NASA
announcements, it took six years for
NASA to confirm that there was water
on Mars. To find out, if the Sirian/
Dinoid/Reptoids have deliberately
sabotaged missions to Mars, I asked:
“Are You God? [3 variations].
“Yes.”
“Did the Sirian/Dinoid/Reptoids
sabotage most of the Mars missions?”
“Yes.”
“Is it because they do not want
scientists to piece together any of the
real history?”
“Yes.”
“Are the Sirian/Dinoid/Reptoids the real
‘Great Galactic Ghoul?”
“Yes.”
“Do the artifacts photographed on Mars
belong to the Pre-catacean civilization
before they evacuated to Pegasus and
Cetus?”
“Yes?”
“Is this where the Azurites are from?”
“Yes.”
Aryans: Landed or Never Left?
Icke and Desborough say the
advanced white Martians or Aryans
who were stranded on Earth after a
space cataclysm became the Phoenicians. Icke says that they were the
“brains” behind the Egyptian civiliazation and built the pyramids on the
Giza plateau. He sees them expanding
north into Europe and even landing
Part X, Chapter X

When the fustion reactor exploded on Marduk:
• Pegasus and Cetus evacuees - Pre-cataceans who
evacuated to the Pegasus and Cetus constellations.
• Mars Group - Pre-cataceans who were stranded on
the part of Marduk that became Mars. After the
explosion, they built pyramids that resemble the
pyramids at Giza. The artifacts found at Cydonia
belong to this group that eventually left for Pegasus
and Cetus.
• Terra/Earth Group - Pre-cataceans who were
stranded on the part of Marduk that became Earth.
They became the Phoenicians who understood
astronomy and mathematics.
Image: Pegasus and Equuleus, a foal.

in America thousands of years before Columbus. Throughout his The
Biggest Secret: The Book That Will
Change the World, Icke refers to
the white Martians as the Aryan
Phoenicians and says they were also
responsible for building stone circles
at locations such as Stonehenge and
Avebury in Wiltshire:
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The arrival of the Aryan Phoenicians in Great Britain also
corresponds with the building of
the great stone circles and observatories like Stonehenge and
Avebury in Wiltshire, although
some researchers say they were
built much earlier. The advanced
Phoenician-Sumerians, who had a
highly developed knowledge of astronomy, astrology, sacred geometry, mathematics and the Earth’s
magnetic force line network known
as the global energy grid, had all
the knowledge necessary to build
these great structures […]. Professor Alexander Thom, Emeritus
Professor Engineering Science at
Oxford University from 1945 to
1961, discovered that the ancients
who built Stonehenge knew about
Pythagorean geometric and mathematical principles thousands of
years before Pythagoras was born.
Icke and Desborough are correct about
some pieces of the cataclysm puzzle.
Here are some clarifications:
• The explosion that split Marduk up
into two other planets was Nibiru
and not Jupiter. The spaceship
Nibiru and the planet Jupiter are
about the same size.
• The explosion of a fusion reactor set
off by the Sirian/Dinoid/Reptoids
helped to split the planet.
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Egyptian. Eventually, Pre-Cataceans
from Pegasus and Cetus returned
and transported survivors who
wished to leave Earth.
• ENKI mixed Pre-Cataceans DNA
with a Neanderthal human DNA to
produce a Homo Sapien species as
well as aquatic species that were ancestors of the present day Cetaceans.
The Homo Sapien/Catacean hybrid
humans interbred with Reptilians
throughout Earth’s history to produce
many sub and crossbreed races that
David Icke describes in his book.

“Yes.”
“Is that why they were able to evacuate
the planet in time?”
“Yes.”
“And the groups who survived on Earth
and Mars–were groups who did not
want to leave?”
“Yes.”
“Has Nibiru made a trip [near the
Phoenician art on this ceramic vase from the Louvre
Ascension] for the last 8 million years?”
contains an image of Phoenician prince Cadmus fighting
a dragon.
‘Yes.”
“Is that over 300 Ascension cycles?”
In Phoenician myths, Cadmus was sent by his parents to
escort his sister Europa back to Tyre [a Phoencian city in
“Yes.”
Lebanon] after she was abducted from Phoenicia by
“Were ENKI’s ancestors also geneticists
Zeus [Phoenicia was on the coast of modern Lebanon].
who brought the starship to Earth?”
To check on the accuracy of the
“Yes.”
cataclysm puzzle, I asked:
“Did ENKI begin his genetics work on
• The war that Icke and Desborough
Earth 72,000 years ago?”
“Are You God? [3 variations].
describe took place on Marduk not
“Yes.”
“Yes.”
Earth and it was a war between the
“Do Sirian/Dinoid/Reptoids refer to
“Is the planet [or starship] that
Sirian/Dinoid/Reptoids and the
their trips as ‘harvests?’”
Desborough thinks was Jupiter—
Pre-Cataceans.
“Yes.”
Niburu?”
• The war took place approximately
“Do they have a method of capturing
“Yes.”
eight million years ago.
DNA before someone is killed?”
“Did the Sirian/Dinoid/Reptoids
“Yes.”
• Two groups of Pre-Cataceans were
blow up a fusion reactor?”
“Do the Sirian/Dinoid/Reptoids want to
stranded on portions of Marduk that
‘Yes.”
kill everyone on the planet?”
became Mars and Earth [some
“Did the Sirian/Dinoid/Reptoids
“No.”
Pre-Cataceans escaped to Pegasus
escape in the Nibiru starship?”
“Do the want to kill most of Earth’s
and Cetus].
“Yes.”
“Did the Sirian/Dinoid/Reptoids expect population?”
• The two groups on Mars and Earth
“Yes.”
anyone to survive?”
built similar pyramid structures.
“Does this include the walk-ins?”
“No.”
• Pre-Cataceans on Mars eventually
“Yes.”
“Did the Pre-Cataceans survive
left for Pegasus and Cetus leaving
“Is it the reason that one of ENKI’s
because of their guardian-level
remnants of their civilization behind. powers, their development and their
titles is bioeugeneticist?”
• Pre-Cataceans on Earth were
“Yes.”
connection to God?”
Phoenician and some were
Part X, Chapter X
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Sirian Help with a Larger Ascension Earth/Terrans, Pleiadians, Vegans,
Zeta Reticuli, Centaurians, Altairians
In the 1990s, Reptilian authors told
(and many lesser-known groups) are
readers that Pleaidians were humans’
descendants of the Lyran races.
“parents.” In 2000, Drunvalo
In all likelihood, the new spin is due to
Melchizedek introduced the Sirians
a Sirian-Anunnaki partnership due to
as humans’ father and Nephilim as
a need for advanced Sirian technology
their mother in his Ancient Secret of
and the Anunnaki’s need for assistance
the Flower of Life, Volume 2.
with a larger Earth population.
Spokespeople from the Sirian and
Anunnaki races have simplified the
human origin story even further with a Billions of Alien Walk-ins
new story that says everyone is from
As I thought about the 90% STS and
the same place—Lyra [Alex Collier
10% STO figures in Chapter 1, it
for the Sirian Andromedan Council,
occurred to me that the high percentage
Sheldon Nidle for the Reptilian
of STS energy may be due to the walkGalactic Federation, Jelaila Star for the in population. Given that there should
Reptilian Nibiruan Council and Lyssa be a minimal 50-50% balance of STO
Royal for the Pleiadians]. Lyssa Royal, and STS, Earth’s STS percentage is
who channels the Pleiadians, says that about forty pecent larger than normal.
subspecies such as Sirians, Orions,
As of July 21, 2009, Earth’s population
was estimated by the U.S. Census
Bureau to be 6.772 billion. Forty
percent of 6.772 billion is 2.7 billion—
an astronomical figure. Thinking that
Earth’s “extra” STS energy may be
explained by a very large number of
alien walk-ins, I asked:
“Are You God? [3 variations].
“Yes.”
“Have 2.7 billion aliens walked-in?”
“Yes.”
“Are all of the aliens in human
Up until 2000, several New Age authors said humans
bodies?”
are related to the Pleaidians. The Pleaides is a star
“No.”
cluster in the constellation of Taurus. Image Source:
“Are there any aliens in animals’
NASA/ESA/AURA/Caltech.
Part X, Chapter X
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bodies?”
“Yes.”
“Do they want to be in human bodies?”
“Yes.”
“Does this explain some of my energy
attacks?”
“Yes.”
“Is the total number [of alien/animal
walk-ins] on the planet similar to the
number that has walked-in to human
bodies?”
“Yes.”
David Hawkins’ description of how
higher level consciousness has more
weight than lower level consciousness
would explain why the total number of
walk-ins [into human and animal bodies] seems to be a number greater than
90%. Hawkins is an American psychiatrist who uses applied kinesiology to
distinguish truth or falsity in any statement and his Power vs. Force [1995],
describes his twenty-year study of consciousness levels on the planet.
“Have these aliens been promised
DNA?”
“Yes.”
“Do the Sirian/Dinoid/Reptoids plan
to give them DNA?”
“No.”
“Are the Sirian/Dinoid/Reptoids using
these aliens to manipulate humans?”
“Yes.”
“Is there a plan to evacuate the
walk-ins?”
“No.”
9
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“Can all walk-ins Ascend separately
and safely if they make a commitment
to The Law of One and say Prayers
[mostly protection] for the Ascension?”
“Yes.”
“Have alien walk-ins occurred
throughout the world?”
“Yes.”
“Are they evenly spread out across
the planet?”
“No.”
Edgar Cayce said that many former
Atlanteans would be born after 1945
specifically in North America. As a
result, I asked:
“Are most of the walk-ins—in North
America?”
“Yes.”
“Are most Azurites in North America?”
“Yes.”
Are aliens particularly interested in
Azurite DNA?”
“Yes.”
“Can they access Azurite DNA?”
“No.”
“Have walk-ins been used to help
determine who is an Azurite?”
“Yes.”

consciousness. He says that the Sirians
took initiative to “save” us and had their
project approved by the Galactic
Command that is most likely the same
group of pretender Sirian/Dinoid/
Reptoids. Drunvalo writes:
In the middle of the 1700s, after
almost 13,000 years of this experiEdgar Cayce said that many former Atlanteans would
ment to create the Christ consciousbe born after 1945—specifically in Norh America where
there are dense numbers of Walk-ins taking place..
ness grid, it became clear to our
physical father, the Sirians, that we
were not going to make it.[…]. The
Sirians and the Nephilim, our father
In stages throughout his book, Drunvalo
and mother, both wanted to help, but
refers to control of human consciousour father was much more advanced
ness—first through a Christ consciousin knowledge and understanding
ness grid that was geomantically
[…]. So the Sirians took the initiative
created around the planet using a system
to find a way to save humanity. The
of sacred temples and special sites. He
problem was, there was no solution
says this geomantic grid was approved
known in the whole galaxy.
by a 48-member Galactic Command but
built by the Great White Brotherhood.
The helium and hydrogen expansion
Apparently, the grid did not offer enough that Drunvalo describes sounds like
solar flares that scientists say are not
control and a new project to control
humanity’s consciousness was needed. harmful. There was a very large solar
The cover-story that the Sirian/Dinoid/ flare in August, 1972 that the Sirians
may have been able to predict with a
Reptoids used to explain the need for
more work on human consciousness was study of time lines—as part of their
a fusion reaction that threatened all hu- cover story. To check on the accuracy
of the “Sirian’s initiative to save us”
man life on Earth. Drunvalo explains
Fifty-mile Sirian Starship
that in August 1972, the Sun was going story, I asked:
Drunvalo’s Ancient Secret of the Flower to expand from a hydrogen Sun into a
Are You God? [3 variations].
helium sun. And, that helium build-up
of Life, Volume 2 says that there is a
“Yes.”
fifty-mile Sirian mothership with a crew would cause a fusion reaction forming
“Did the helium build-up in Drunvalo’s
carbon, a reaction that would cause hu- story refer to a solar flare?”
of more than 300 Sirians just outside
mans to ‘burn up’ unless they had Christ “Yes.”
Earth.
Part X, Chapter X
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“Was this a cover story that was used
to camouflage a Sirian technology
installation on Earth in August, 1972?”
“Yes.”
“Is there a lot more to this story?”
“Yes.”
Sirian and Anunnaki Partners
Drunvalo says the Sirians searched for
250 years and found a being with an
idea that they presented to the “Galactic Command.” It was to be an experiment performed by “Thoth, the ascended masters of the human race,
the Great White Brotherhood and the
spiritual hierarchy of the galaxy.”
Drunvalo said all humans would be
destroyed if this group of collaborators
did not perform their experiment. As a
result, “permission was given” to build
a large black, cigar-shaped ship and
park it just outside Earth’s “membrane.” The collaborators also placed
objects at “eight remote corners of
Earth’s tetrahedral lightbody in the 4th
dimension” and a laser beam sent
energy “4th dimensionally to one of
the objects that then responded with a
red, blue or green beam to each of the
remaining objects.” Drunvalo writes
[describing the laser]:
It entered into the original eight
cells at the center of each human,
and from there outward to each
human’s star tetrahedral field. This
Part X, Chapter X

last step created a unique holographic field around each human
being giving the Sirians a means to
alter human consciousness. They
could both protect and change
consciousness without the humans’
knowing it.

This also crated a holographic field
around the Earth that re-created
the outer reality of space […].
This sample field was to protect the
Earth from the deadly expansion
of the Sun […].

At the same time, they [Sirians]
could gain control of human
thoughts and feelings and project
images into our immediate surroundings […]. The overall system
would allow complete protection
while this change was taking place
without the humans knowing it, and
allow the complete alternation of
our DNA if and when it became
necessary.
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occurred over a period of about
seven says, but the seventh of
August was its greatest expansion.
What really happened on that day
we humans will not know until we
reach Christ consciousness.
I typed “August 7, 1972” into Google
and links to several scientific papers
about a “Great Solar Flare” were returned. The Big Bear Solar Observatory (BBSO) in Big Bear Lake, California recorded a video of the solar
flare that took place on August 7,
1972. To learn more, I asked:
Are You God? [3 variations].
“Yes.”
“Did the Sirian [and Dinoid/Reptoid]
Experiment effect the Sun?”

August 7, 1972
Drunvalo says the “peak” of the
“Sirian Experiment” occurred on
August 7, 1972, and calls it a “big day.”
In a section in his book called “April 7,
1972, and the Successful Aftermath”
he writes:
The big day came—August 7, 1972.
The peak of the event actually

In his book, Ancient Secret of the Flower of Life,
Drunvalo Melchisedek says that in 1972, the Sirians
beamed red, blue and green light to objects in Earth’s
4th dimension that then traveled to Earth’s core and
the core of all humans. He says this beaming created a
holographic field that the Sirians still control #8596786.
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“Have the Sirians used the expression
Christ consciousness to refer to the
Ascension?”
“Yes.”
Reality Choices?
Google images has numerous still images of solar flares
like this one from NASA. Solar flares occur occasionally
in solar cycles. In a report about solar flare radiation, the
Health Physics Society reported that radiation exposure
from solar flares is low —even for airline personnel
during air travel.

“No.”
“Did the solar flare have a negative
effect on Prayers said at Sun Rise and
Sun Down?”
“Yes.”
“Is the Sun an energy link to the
Galactic core?”
“Yes.”
In Chapter 12, there is an illustration
of the Milky Way galaxy. The Sun is
the center of our solar system but it
revolves around the center of a larger
Milky Way galaxy.
“Do the Sirian/Dinoid/Reptoids also
have the ability to control Prayer
through the hologram that they built?”
“Yes.”
“Can this effect be reversed with
Prayer?”
“Yes.”
Part X, Chapter X

Drunvalo mentions “reality choices”
that the Sirians [Dinoid/Reptoids]
provide through what is implied is
their hologram. I wondered if the
choices had anything to do with
“zaps.” Drunvalo also mentions
Ascension in this section titled, “The
Return of Free Will and Unexpected
Positive Consequences” [Chapter 17]:
As progress became apparent, the
Sirians began to allow free will
choices. However, if we did not
respond with the right choice, the
Sirians would continue to give us
a similar set of reality choices
over and over again until we
learned the spiritual lesson […].
All this was timed to another
event, which was timed to the
completion of the Christ grid that
the Great White Brotherhood was
focusing on. It was completed in
1989, which made it possible for
humans to actually ascend to the
next dimension world.
To learn more about the ‘reality’
choices in the Sirian/Dinoid/Reptoid
hologram, I asked:
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“Are You God? [3 variations].
“Yes.”
“Do the Sirian/Dinoid/Reptoid
‘reality choices have anything to do
with zapping?”
“Yes.”
“Do the Sirian/Dinoid/Reptoids
intend to use their technology to
harvest DNA at the Ascension?”
“Yes.”
“Is that what the White Brotherhood
tried to do with their Christ consciousness grid?”
Drunvalo refers to humanity’s connection to God but the information is
distorted. At the end of Chapter 17, he
says that the idea in a distant galaxy
that triggered the Sirian [Dinoid/
Reptoid] Experiment “was contained
within original Reality” and that it was
from God. I did not need to ask God if
this was true.
Sirians’ Need For Spiritual Help
The only time Drunvalo appears to be
critical of the Sirian [Dinoid/Reptoid]
“expriment” occurs in Chapter 17
when he relays details of his three day
visit to the Sirian ship parked outside
of Earth’s “membrane.” He says that in
1972, angels approached him while he
was sitting with his family and he was
told to go into a room by himself.
There, they told him that they would be
accompanying him to deep space. He
12
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describes a trip to a zone outside
Earth’s membrane, located 440,00
miles away— to the cigar shaped ship
that is 50 miles long.
Inside the Sirian ship, Drunvalo met
very tall humanoids who told him they
were Sirians. He said he spent his three
says onboard the ship observing Sirian
technology. After his visit, he says the
angels who took him to the ship told
him that although the Sirians appeared
The title of this year’s mystery-thriller, Angels and
to be a super advanced race, they need- Demons, tells us that the Illuminati doesn’t really exist.
ed spiritual help. In a section titled,
In his book about theology in popular culture, Kevin
“Technology Reconsidered” he writes; Cobb notes that there was a surge of attention to
angels in popular culture in the 1990s. Examples
The bottom line of this experience
include TV shows like Touched by an Angel (CBS},
was that the angels wanted me to
Promised Land (CBS) and Wonderfalls (Fox). Movies
give up technology and concentrate
included Michael [1996], The Preacher’s Wife [1996],
on pre consciousness as the way to
and City of Angels [1998].
remember God. I heard all that. I
really thought I understood the
lesson they were giving me. Then as
“Is this a base that they use to control
time went on, I completely forgot it.
Earth?”
It’s such a human thing to do!
“Yes.”
“Is this their base where they have
Sirians Have Forgotten About God
technology to scan and study time
To check the details in Drunvalo’s story lines?”
“Yes.”
—especially the part about the angels
and their warning that the Sirians have Does their timeline technology have a
visual component?”
forgotten about God, I asked:
“Yes.
Are You God? [3 variations].
In Chapter 9, we learned that there are
“Yes.”
no “angels.” Instead, there are “angel“Is there a 50 mile-long Sirian ship
posers” who are really aliens. To learn
parked 440,000 miles away?”
details about the beings who took
“Yes.”
Part X, Chapter X
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Drunvalo to visit the Sirian ship, I asked:
Are You God? [3 variations].
“Yes.”
“Did Drunvalo visit the Sirian ship?”
“Yes.”
“Was he escorted by Sirian [Dinoid/
Reptoids]?”
“Yes.”
“Were the aliens posing as angels?”
“Yes.”
“Did they tell him that the Sirian race
needs spiritual help?”
“No.”
“Was it You who told him?”
“Yes.”
“Did You want Drunvalo to give up
technology?”
“No.”
“Does technology lead a person away
from God?”
“No.”
“Was that interpretation implanted by
the Sirians [Dinoid/Reptoids]?”
“Yes.”
“Was he blocked from remembering
You?”
“Yes.”
“Did You tell him that the Sirians need
spiritual help?”
“Yes.”
“Do the Sirians know that they need
spiritual help?”
“Yes.”
“Will You help them?”
“Yes.”
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